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Foreword
A Letter from Lauren Compere,
Managing Director
Dear reader,
This annual impact report, Boston Common’s
fourth, comes at a challenging time for companies,
investors, and society at large. The COVID-19
crisis and social unrest following the extrajudicial
killing of George Floyd in the US have underlined
how important it is for companies to serve all
stakeholders, not just shareholders, by taking steps
to protect the health, safety, and financial needs of
employees, contractors, customers and suppliers,
and to address systemic racism and social inequity.
COVID-19 has adjusted the lens through which
we evaluate and act, but it has not changed our
engagement priorities, namely to advance our clients’
social and financial objectives by empowering
portfolio companies to create future-prepared and
future-oriented products, processes, and policies.
Our asks include: incorporating circular economy
concepts, protecting the planet’s future with a “net
zero carbon by 2050” trajectory, respecting the human
rights of all stakeholders, improving gender and racial
equity, and ensuring transparency and accountability
in the way business is conducted.
Reflecting on our long-term engagement work, in
2019 we:
• Continued to champion high-profile corporate
engagements on climate disclosure, deforestation,
eco-efficiency, and reduction in plastic use. This
includes designing metrics that measure ESG
performance in sectors from food to technology;
• Raised the level of our ambition and
effectiveness with our fifth global banking report:
Banking on a Low-Carbon Future: Finance in a
Time of Climate Crisis;
• Urged the SEC to protect shareholder rights,
preserving the ability of investors to engage
companies on sustainability issues;
• Challenged the tech industry, in a new initiative,
to build in controls to protect digital human rights
including Google, Microsoft, and NTT;
• Continued to lead and participate in many
collaborative engagements including with the
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2019 in Numbers:
UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI),
Access to Nutrition Index (ATNI), Climate Action
100+, and global working groups on Cobalt and
Tax Transparency.
We are proud to have transitioned to entirely
fossil-fuel-free portfolios across all of our strategies
– a signal of our leadership on corporate climate
transformation. We also launched an Impact product
in Europe.
In the aftermath of George Floyd’s death in
police custody, we have rededicated our firm and
engagement focus on racial equity to build a shared
future with fairness, inclusion, and collective
wellbeing. As we launch this report, we have joined
128 investors in a public solidarity statement and call
to action for investors to dismantle systemic racism
and recognize our responsibility to act. Addressing
climate change and dismantling social inequity go
hand and hand. We invite you to join us in raising
the level of urgency and action on climate and racial
justice in 2020.
Much of the landscape for companies and investors
has changed radically as a result of COVID-19. We
must ensure that, as investors, we memorialize the
lessons learned in this crisis and the call to address
systemic racism in the US. Through our engagement,
we call on companies to build long-term resilience
with a focus on sustainable, green recovery and
shared prosperity. This report illustrates the wide
scope of our impact and influence in 2019. We
welcome your input and feedback on its contents.
With gratitude,
Lauren Compere
Managing Director
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companies engaged

fossil fuels in Boston
Common’s portfolio

63

measurable
improvements in
corporate policies,
processes or products

80

Our Engagement
Impacts:
Kroger, Croda and
Spirax-Sacro improved
gender diversity on
their boards and/or
met the suggested 30%
threshold of female
Board members.
Hoya and Orix in Japan
established internal
ESG Committees.

Grupo Bimbo adopted a
global system to better
classify the nutritional
value of their foods and
improved disclosure.
JP Morgan Chase was
one of nine banks to
publicly commit to
cut lending activity to
private prisons.

positive steps made
by banks since our
engagement began in
2018-2019

Taiwan Semiconductor
joined the RE100 and
committed to better
reporting on its plastic
waste recycling in
2020.

companies engaged
on board diversity

American Water Works,
Oracle, and Verizon
Communications
adopted robust
oversight and
disclosure of their
lobbying practices.

116
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Chapter 1:
Our Approach to Impact
Since Boston Common was founded, we have
engaged proactively and tenaciously with companies
to drive the transition to a more sustainable economy,
a healthier environment, and a more equitable
society. We believe this also builds long-term value
for our portfolio companies.
We integrate ESG factors at each stage of our
research and investment process: from the definition
of the investable universe, to excluding companies
with negative records, stock selection research,
portfolio construction, ongoing engagement and
active ownership.
This report provides insight into the wide-reaching
impacts of our engagement work in 2019. We define
impact in three principal ways:

Our Three Types of
Impacts
Sustained
Dialogue

Public
Policy

Thought
Leadership
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“Boston Common continues
to punch above its weight-class
to drive positive change with
companies, public policy makers,
and investors.”
Allyson McDonald,
CEO of Boston Common Asset Management

Sustained Dialogue

Spotlight:

Through face-to-face meetings and correspondence,
we use our voice as a shareowner to drive positive
change in corporate policies, processes, and
products. We do this across a variety of geographies
and ESG topics. Experience tells us that the most
effective engagements tend to be those that are
sustained over several years.
For instance, our flagship engagement with banks
on their integration of climate risk enters its sixth
year in 2020, and we’re proud to have seen a marked
increase in the implementation of holistic climate
strategies and disclosure. Over the last four years,
we have tracked 210 measurable improvements and/
or commitments in corporate policies, processes, or
products.

The banking sector has a pivotal role to play in the
low-carbon transition and the leaders in the years
to come will be those banks that seize these opportunities and manage climate risks through better
governance and use of management processes such
as climate stress testing.
Over the last six years, we have led a coalition of
investors urging 58 of the world’s largest banks on
improving their internal management of climate risk
including Bank Rakyat, Barclays, Citigroup, HSBC,
JP Morgan Chase, ING, Morgan Stanley, ORIX, and
Standard Chartered.
As highlighted in our Banking on a Low Carbon Future
report, these banks have taken over 80 positive steps
following our engagement from improved policies
to the development of exclusions for high-carbon
sectors and those responsible for deforestation.
In 2019, we found that:
• Two-thirds (67%) of banks have adopted a groupwide climate strategy, up from 58% the previous
year.
• 81% are now disclosing information on
progressive climate-related public policy
engagement, up from 71% the previous year.
• Boston Common’s framework for climate risk is now
being considered by central banks, kickstarting
industry dialogues around the low-carbon transition
and guiding how central banks are navigating a
changing financial sector in light of the climate crisis.
We also conducted robust engagements with all of
our US bank holdings on their group level climate
strategy – Citigroup, Fifth Third Bank, Morgan
Stanley, US Bank – including feedback on their TCFD
(Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures)
reports, sector restrictions and climate governance,
finding, for example, that Citigroup has now
established new sector restrictions on coal financing,
joined the Principles for Responsible Banking, and
established a senior executive Environmental and
Social Advisory Council.
There is still much more to do, however. We continue
to see hesitation among many banks to deepen
engagement in higher carbon industries and the rate
of lending to decarbonization remains slow, as does
the uptake of low-carbon products and services as a
strategic option. We will continue to call for capital
reallocation in line with new business models for a
low-carbon economy.

“Over the last four years
we have tracked 210 measurable
improvements and/or
commitments in corporate policies,
processes, or products.”

Banking on a Low-Carbon Future:
Finance in a Time of Climate Crisis

Impact Report
2019

Decarbonizing the
Financial Sector
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Public Policy

Our market-based system for economic growth is a
powerful vehicle for change, but it needs to be better
engineered to address critical global issues, such
as human rights and climate change. That’s why we
engage with policy makers around the world, both
directly and collaboratively, to advocate for more
progressive protections, regulation and industry
standards.
In 2019, this included advocacy with the OECD to
help improve human rights due diligence for bank
lending and underwriting. We urged the US SEC to
protect the rights of shareholders (see page 19), and
met with Japanese regulators to encourage improved
climate disclosure and regulatory support to improve
gender diversity at all levels in the workplace.
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Spotlight:

Raising the Bar on
Climate Impact and
Human Rights in the
Financial Ecosystem

In 2019, we provided written feedback to the OECD
on human rights due diligence gaps in lending and
underwriting that we identified in their “Responsible
Business Conduct for Banks” report. We shared our
insights on how investors can use their leverage to
address human trafficking and modern-day slavery
at The Liechtenstein Initiative Consultation. We
also spoke at the Kings College Legal Readiness for
Climate Finance Roundtable on supporting the low
carbon transition, an event that included several
central bankers including the Bank of England and
the Banque de Paris.
In the second quarter of 2019, Boston Common
Asset Management’s Lauren Compere joined Morgan
Despres, Head of the Network for Greening the
Financial System (NGFS) and Banque de Paris to
speak on a panel at New York Climate Week, sharing
an investor perspective on accelerating action and
innovation in the financial sector.
In the third quarter of 2019, Boston Common Asset
Management’s Managing Director Steven Heim
continued to lead a multi-trillion investor engagement
with the Equator Principles Association calling for a
strengthening of the Equator Principles post Dakota
Access Pipeline (DAPL). The engagement focussed on
achieving alignment with the UN Guiding Principles
for Business and Human Rights to recognize the right
of indigenous peoples to Free, Prior and informed
Consent (FPIC) regardless of jurisdiction.
Lauren Compere also met with key regulators
including the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), Financial
Service Agency (FSA), the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry (METI), and the Japan Corporate
Governance Network to discuss robust approaches to
sustainability, including adoption of the TCFD framework and scenario analysis, as well as innovative
ways for regulators to support gender equality.
In the fourth quarter of 2019, we co-signed key letters
to the US Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
submitted by the PRI and Shareholder Rights Groups
calling for the preservation of shareholder rights
in the US. The letter outlined the significance of
preserving the current shareholder proposal process
in the face of attempts by the current Administration
to substantially increase ownership thresholds and
the holding period for investors to be eligible to file.

Thought Leadership

To effectively compare corporate ESG performance,
and make informed decisions, investors need the
right tools, metrics and expertise. However, on
many critical issues, poor disclosure means these
frameworks often do not exist. With over 17 years at
the forefront of responsible investment in the US, we
continue to take a leadership role in creating and
supporting methodologies, public rankings, and
scorecards that measure progress in issues from
hydraulic fracturing to access to nutrition.
In 2019, we helped develop global standards on
carbon footprint equities with the Platform for
Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF) and continued
our work in refining and promoting tools such as
the Corporate Human Rights Benchmark and Global
Access to Nutrition Index – the latter of which
assesses whether companies contribute to obesity or
undernutrition. The most recent Access to Nutrition
Index found that less than a third of the products it
assessed could be classified as healthy, indicating a
clear gap between company policies and execution
on nutrition.

Spotlight:

Moving the Needle in
Japan
Boston Common has a robust engagement program
in Japan spanning nearly a decade. The focus of this
program has shifted from developing awareness
and policies towards establishing ESG metrics and
targets and assessing policy impacts against the
goals of the Paris Agreement and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
In 2019, we met with seven of our portfolio companies in Tokyo including Hoya, Kao, Orix, NTT, Shiseido,
Panasonic and NTT DoCoMo. During these meetings,
we discussed ESG management practices, board
diversity and governance issues, eco-efficiency, and
the representation of women within all companies,
which continues to be a major challenge in Japan.
In 2019, Kao developed sustainable palm oil procurement guidelines and committed to zero deforestation
in its sourcing – a longstanding ask from Boston
Common. Additionally, Shiseido responded to the
CDP Forests questionnaire in 2019 – one of our key
requests given their significant exposure to palm oil
and paper products.
Our most impactful engagements in Japan were with
technology firm Hoya and financial services provider
Orix. Both companies have now established internal
ESG Committees, evidence of their drive to develop
a more strategic approach to sustainability management and oversight. We provided specific guidance
and resources to help them in their initial mapping
and assessment process.
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Aligning with the SDGs
Since 2015, Boston Common has supported the
global effort to achieve the 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) through its own active
management, engagement priorities, and business
practices. In 2019, we saw growing uptake of the
SDGs as a constructive metric for measuring our
collective progress towards sustainable development.
Each year, we map our engagement activities with
these pillars to assess our contribution.
Across our portfolios, our holdings address progress
toward nearly all 17 SDGs. As shown below, our 2019
positive engagement impacts align with six of the 17
SDGs, with our largest contribution being in support
of SDG 13: Climate Action.

SDG 3
Good Health
and Wellbeing
In 2019, we engaged Grupo Bimbo, Mondelez,
PepsiCo, and Unilever on adopting recommendations
from the Access to Nutrition Index, including
improving access to healthier products for
low-income and communities of color, and
promoting positive public policy on health and
wellness in lobbying activities. Grupo Bimbo agreed
to adopt a global Nutrition Profiling System to help
guide their new products and reformulation efforts.

SDG 10
Reduced Inequalities

2 2 3%

Boston Common joined other investors, activists, and
the immigrant community in the US to collectively
urge banks to stop financing the private prison
industry. Nine banks in 2019 publicly committed to
cut lending activity to private prisons, including JP
Morgan Chase.

3%
6%

6%

2019 BCAM
SDG contributions

6%

59%

13%
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SDG 12
Responsible
Consumption and
Production
It is vital that the green energy industry and those
aspiring towards best practices in sustainability
are also responsible in their mineral sourcing. Last
year, we continued our multi-year engagements
with Microsoft and Panasonic on responsible cobalt
sourcing practices. We pushed for expanded supplier
traceability and on the ground interventions to
address child labor in the Congo. We engaged
lithium producers SQM and Albemarle, with
Albemarle consequently stepping up its water
monitoring activities and improving disclosure on its
indigenous community engagement.

SDG 13
Climate Action
Our multi-faceted work on climate action includes
our ‘Banking on a Low Carbon Future’ engagement
with global banks (see page 5), and our work to
improve corporate environmental efficiency. Our
report on Eco-Efficiency last year Improving Efficiency,
Unlocking Returns reports on our engagements with
close to 50 companies over the past two years to
apply our Eco-Efficiency Framework to better manage
energy, water, and waste including plastics.

SDG 14
Life Below Water
After joining the New Plastics Economy Global
Commitment in 2018, we engaged several portfolio
companies on their implementation plans, including
Apple, Colgate-Palmolive, Danone, PepsiCo, Henkel,
Johnson & Johnson, Target, Unilever, Veolia, and
Schneider Electric. We expanded our outreach to Asia,
asking PTT Global Chemical, LG Chem, Panasonic,
Kao and Shiseido to join the New Plastics Economy
Global Commitment and engage their own packaging
suppliers. Taiwan Semiconductor is now considering
expanding disclosure on recycling plastic waste in
2020.

SDG 16
Peace, Justice and
Strong Institutions
For more than a decade, we have called for increased
transparency and accountability of corporate
influence in the political arena, including in key
industries such as food and beverage and finance. As
a result of our long-term engagements with American
Water Works, Verizon Communications, and Oracle
on lobbying disclosure, we withdrew our shareholder
proposals after all agreed to enhance disclosure
and oversight of their direct and indirect lobbying
practices.
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Spotlight:

New, Targeted
Impact Product
is One of World’s
Most Sustainable
Launched in 2018 for US investors, the
Boston Common Global Impact Strategy was
made available to the European market this
year via a UCITS vehicle.
The mission of these investments is to
direct capital towards all 17 SDGs. It is a
concentrated
portfolio
that
heavily weights
Launched in 2018
for US
investors,
the Boston
sustainability
leaders
and
seeks was
to identify
Common
Global
Impact
Strategy
made availthe
and services
creating
positive
ableproducts
to the European
market
this year
via a UCITS
environmental
and
impacts
in society.
vehicle. Seeking
to social
stimulate
progress
towards
The
portfolio was
measured
by MSCI
ESG
sustainability
goals,
the Global
Impact
Strategy
Research,
and ranked
the 98th percentile,
looks to identify
alphaingenerating
Impact opportumaking
it among
most sustainable
nities, using
our active
engagementstrategies
& stewardship
in
the world.
approach
to stimulate progress towards SDG targets,
and Impact among portfolio companies.
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Speaking with a
Louder Voice: Our
Partnerships
We recognize that the greatest impact is
often achieved when many voices speak
together. When it comes to building a more
sustainable economy, no investor can create
change alone. We work with like-minded
investors and other partners, often in a
leadership role, to maximize our impact and
leverage our influence as stewards of capital
to the fullest.
In 2019, we offered our expertise or
collaborated with platforms including:
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Growing Engagement on a Global Scale
A Snapshot of Our Impacts Across the World
Following Our Engagements

US
Retailers Kroger and Target
have both made significant
progress on food waste and
improved their systems for
classifying the nutritional
composition of their
products.

UK
Financial giant Standard
Chartered has improved
its climate risk reporting
and strategy, including the
creation of a group-level
Climate Change Working
Group and stopping direct
financing of coal and
coal-fired power plants.

Japan
China
BEWG Beijing Enterprises
Water Group has improved
its disclosure on water
risks by responding to the
Carbon Disclosure Project
(CDP) water questionnaire.

Spain

Mexico
Food multinational Grupo
Bimbo is now better
classifying the nutritional
value of its product and
reformulation efforts, and
we are now focused on
helping the company to
minimise deforestation
risks related to soy in the
Amazon.
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Melia became the first hotel
chain to sign an agreement
with the IUF labor union to
prevent workplace sexual
harassment and has
implemented a more robust
approach to human rights.

Hoya (healthcare) and Orix
(finance) both worked with
us to map and assess their
sustainability management
and subsequently formed
internal ESG Committees to
drive best practice.

Taiwan
Taiwan Semiconductor
now has plans to improve
its public reporting on
recycling plastic waste.

Indonesia
We engaged Bank Rakyat
on low carbon banking and
advised the bank to ask its
clients to adopt Roundtable
on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO) best practices.
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Chapter 2:
ESG Impacts by Theme
2.1 Environmental
Impacts
It is approaching five years since the Paris Climate
Agreement, and discussion has shifted from climate
change to climate “crisis”. Industries from finance
to food face the urgent need to transition to a
low-carbon economy – and this remains a central
theme of our portfolio management.
We are a founding signatory to Climate Action
100+. This initiative has seen 9% of the 161 highestemitting listed companies it has engaged adopt
emissions targets in line with the Paris Agreement.
We also engage with a wide range of portfolio
companies to establish science-based targets on
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) and to report using
the TCFD framework. TCFD has seen a 15% increase
in companies reporting against their framework
since 20181.
In 2019, we urged the banking industry to commit
to ambitious decarbonization goals leading up to
COP26 with a shorter time horizon of five years in
order to align with the Paris Goals.
Boston Common continues to invest in companies
that optimize their clean energy use and those that
enable other firms to improve their carbon efficiency,
and as of 2019 we can announce that our portfolios
are also 100% fossil fuel free.
We actively commend companies that take positive
steps, such as the 12 portfolio companies that
joined the Ellen Macarthur Foundation’s Global
Commitment to avoid waste by building a circular
economy for plastic. These include Apple, ColgatePalmolive, Danone, PepsiCo, Henkel, Johnson &
Johnson, Target, Unilever, Veolia and Schneider
Electric. Boston Common has signed on to the
Commitment and it has become a core ask for our
Eco-Efficiency engagements.
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Case Study:

Taking Responsibility on
Deforestation

In 2019, Boston Common joined 230 institutional
investors representing $16.2 trillion calling on
companies to take urgent action in light of the devastating fires in the Amazon. “The escalating crisis in
Brazil and Bolivia is a clear indicator of the ongoing
risks to the global economy from the combined
impacts of climate change, deforestation, and
land-use changes,” said Lauren Compere, Boston
Common. “As investors we have a responsibility to
address these threats.”
For almost 20 years, Boston Common has been
actively engaging to reduce deforestation in key
sectors such as food and beverages, retail, and
banking. We ask companies to publicly disclose and
implement a commodity-specific ‘zero-deforestation’
policy that includes measurable, time-specific
commitments across their entire supply chain. A key
ask is the need to establish a transparent monitoring
and verification system for supplier compliance with
the company’s zero-deforestation policy.
In our latest report covering our multi-year engagement with global banks on climate change, we found
a concerning blind spot in managing wider climate
risks, in particular deforestation and biodiversity loss.
Given that only 16% of banks demand that their clients
adopt zero-deforestation policies, these initiatives are
a primary focus of our 2020 bank engagement.
In recent years, our deforestation focus has
expanded beyond responsible palm oil to other soft
commodities, including cattle, soya, and timber. As
such, in 2019 we expanded our engagement with
food and beverage companies like Mondelez to
include conversations about soy deforestation and
cattle. In 2019, we engaged Bank Rakyat on lending
to palm oil producers; palm oil represents over 5% of
its lending portfolio. The company now encourages
clients to adopt Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO) best practices, though many still adopt only
the minimum legal requirement (ISPO).

Case Study:

Eco-Efficiency: Setting the
Standard on Sustainable
Resource Usage

Around the world, humans create about 3.5 million
tons of solid waste every day, with landfills accounting
for 14% of methane emissions in the US2. Improving
the way societies produce and consume resources is
a more urgent issue than ever. A recent study shows
that by 2050, energy efficiency alone could “slash US
energy use and greenhouse gas emissions by 50% –
getting us halfway to US climate goals” and “deliver
energy savings worth more than $700 billion.”3
Optimizing Eco-Efficiency is no longer a choice for
companies. Since 2015, Boston Common has led an
investor initiative on Eco-Efficiency to identify barriers
to adoption and encourage corporate best practices in
our portfolio companies. We have engaged close to 50
companies, with 17 new additions in 2019.

Our 2019 report ‘Improving Efficiency, Unlocking
Returns’ sets out baseline best Eco-Efficiency
practices on energy, water, and waste, and outlines
a framework for companies to improve efficiency and
productivity. This has driven substantive engagement
and commitments with a number of portfolio
companies in 2019 (BMW, Panasonic, Portland
General, Taiwan Semiconductor, and Verizon
Communications).
We have been encouraged by initial discussions
and the robust responses we have already
received: Taiwan Semiconductor recently launched
a zero waste to landfill project and is considering
expanding public reporting on recycling plastic
waste. Portland General Electric is reviewing our
recommended ISO50001 energy management
system (EMS), and has adopted internal carbon
pricing into its analysis.
We aim to create a narrative around Eco-Efficiency
within companies that helps embed the concept of
Eco-Efficiency at the management and corporate
governance level, so that doing more with less is a
consideration for every business decision. In 2020,
we are continuing our sustained dialogue around
Eco-Efficiency, and sharing resources for best
practices in a progress report detailing our work to
embed Eco-Efficiency into corporate structures.
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2.2 Social Impacts

The world is changing rapidly, and we want to help
harness investment capital to ensure megatrends like
digitalization bring about positive social change. The
digital transition requires a reimagining of material
social risks facing investments to include digital
human rights like data privacy, artificial intelligence,
and facial recognition.
We continue to use our influence, as responsible
stewards of capital, to move the parameters on
defining human rights issues in the digital age. Last
year, for example, we co-filed a resolution with
Alphabet (Google) asking the company to establish
a human rights risk oversight committee of the
board of directors. We believe Alphabet should
conduct human rights due diligence or human rights
impact assessments to prioritize the highest risks,
especially in some regions around the world.
As covered in the Financial Times, we argued:

“Most investors do not have a
very good understanding of the
implications of all of the issues in
the digital space and don’t have
sufficient research and tools to
properly assess them – and that
goes for companies too. Unless
concepts are baked into the actual
design of newer technologies
from the get-go, it is a lot
harder to control human
rights implications.”
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Case Study:

In 2020, we are expanding our engagement on
digital human rights across all holdings in all regions,
including Asia, and we are addressing performance
gaps using resources such as the 2019 Ranking
Digital Rights Corporate Accountability Index.
We joined a coalition of 44 investors to call on gun
manufacturers and firms with financial ties to the
industry to review their operations, supply chains
and policies and take meaningful action on this
public safety concern.
We continue to engage apparel companies, in the
wake of the 2013 Rana Plaza tragedy, to protect labor
rights and pay their suppliers in full for existing
orders.

“In 2019, we shared our rationale
for voting against the board of
directors on gender and/or
racial & ethnic diversity with
116 portfolio companies, 75%
of which were in the US.”

Embracing an Inclusive
and Multi-Cultural
Workforce

At Boston Common, we believe if more companies
adopt more ambitious Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
(DEI) practices, they can generate a sustainable advantage. Despite research to demonstrate that gender and
racial diversity on executive teams correlate strongly
with profitability and value creation, internal cultural
barriers often hinder progress in the absence of
effective interventions. We have been very public about
our support for 30% gender board diversity (Australia,
Canada, Europe, UK and the US) in developed markets
as well as our support for at least one woman on the
board of Asian companies (9 markets).
We conducted a survey in 2019 examining proxy voting
and engagement in relation to diversity. Of the 46
respondents, 43% responded that they would vote
against boards lacking more than 30% diversity, illustrating that investors are paying more attention than
ever more to boardroom diversity and representation.
In 2019, we shared our rationale for voting against
the board of directors on gender and/or racial &
ethnic diversity with 116 portfolio companies, 75% of
which were in the US, and questioned them on how
they could foster diversity during their recruitment
and appointment processes. This prompted a
number of companies across regions to share their
actions on addressing board diversity and beyond
(Croda, Kroger, Spirax-Sacro) and opened dialogue
on broader workforce diversity (Home Depot,
PepsiCo, Novartis). A number of companies (Kroger,
Croda, Spirax-Sacro) shared that after the 2019 proxy
season they had added an additional woman or had
met the Thirty Percent Coalition’s suggested 30%
gender threshold going into the 2020 proxy season.
To enhance companies’ ability to embrace a multicultural workforce as a lasting business asset, Boston
Common was a founding participant in a monthly
industry roundtable discussion to share best practices
around incorporating racial equity perspectives into
investment processes. Through these gatherings of
business leaders, investors and asset owners, we
advocated for an approach that removes artificial
barriers to a diversified workplace and identifies
opportunities to grow ambitions for inclusion.
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2.3 Governance Impacts

Our key governance themes in 2018 focused on
improving diversity (as noted in detail earlier),
better disclosure on ESG oversight and practices,
and increased lobbying transparency.
To truly understand a company’s sustainability
governance, we also look beyond purely corporate
policies and consider how they influence their own
sphere on ESG issues. This is a unique element of
our engagement approach – evaluating whether
companies are advancing their sector by sharing
knowledge, expertise, and experience and if they’re
entering into strategic partnerships to advocate for
best practices.

Lobbying Disclosure
Since 2011, Boston Common, as part of a wider
coalition focused on political lobbying, has filed 350
shareholder proposals asking companies to disclose
their federal and state lobbying expenditures,
trade association payments, and payments to tax
exempt organizations that write and endorse model
legislation.
In 2019, for the second year running, our resolution
on lobbying disclosure at American Water Works
received strong investor support. We re-filed with
American Water Works in late 2019, but have
subsequently withdrawn following a successful
negotiation in early 2020. We also successfully
withdrew proposals with Verizon Communications
Inc. and Oracle following substantive implementation
of the resolution ask. This was the third resolution
we filed with Oracle requesting greater disclosure of
the company’s direct and indirect lobbying expenses
and calling for transparency and accountability in the
spending of shareholder resources.
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Case Study:

Taking a Stand on
Shareholder Rights
Some of Our Shareholder
Proposals
Climate Change/GHG Emissions
Targets
In 2019, we successfully withdrew our resolution with
The Home Depot, Inc (science-based targets for GHG
emissions reductions) and filed a resolution with
HD Supply in late 2019, asking them to conduct a
feasibility study on addressing the climate impacts
of their operations. In early 2020, we agreed to
withdraw this resolution in light of an agreement to
implement the resolution ask.

Under the Trump administration, the preservation
of shareholder rights in the US has been extremely
challenging. In 2019 we advocated for preserving the
existing shareholder proposal process and against
proposed changes that would impede our ability
to file shareholder proposals on material risks like
climate change.
In 2019, Boston Common co-signed letters to the US
SEC submitted by the PRI and the Shareholder Rights
Group, of which we’re a founding member, urging
against limiting shareholder access to the US shareholder proposal process. We argued that changing

the proposal process would harm important progress
that has resulted from the last 30 years of leveraging
this process. Proposed changes include substantially increasing the thresholds for the number of
shares and the holding period for initial filings and
significantly raising the resubmission thresholds.
We’re committed to advocating for shareholder rights
into 2020 so investors can continue to engage with
companies on ESG and sustainability issues. In light
of the recent transition to remote work and digital
collaboration, Boston Common also supported the
need for virtual AGMs to remain open.
“As investors grapple with new limitations to fulfil their
fiduciary duty, we support the guidance provided by
the Shareholder Rights Group and ICCR (of which we
are members) for the full and robust participation of
shareholders in virtual company meetings during the
2020 proxy season,” said Lauren Compere, Managing
Director of Boston Common Asset Management.
“This includes advance notice of virtual only meetings,
attendance of critical management and board
members, the ability for investors to pose questions,
and for shareholder proponents to be able to present
their proposals virtually with a recorded or live
statement.”

Board Diversity
We successfully withdrew resolutions with Carlisle
Companies and Mohawk Industries on board diversity
due to agreements including amending the company’s
Corporate Governance Guidelines to acknowledge
the relevance of gender and racial diversity when
considering board appointments (Carlisle) and
augment Board Diversity search criteria (Mohawk).

Lobbying Transparency
As noted earlier, Boston Common successfully
withdrew shareholder resolutions with portfolio
companies Verizon Communications and Oracle.
For the second year, our shareholder resolution
at American Water Works on Lobbying Disclosure
received strong investor support.
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Chapter 3:
Walking our Talk on
Sustainability
Within our own organization, we are determined
to make Boston Common Asset Management an
inclusive and equitable workforce. Women make
up more than 60% of our employee-owners, 66% of
our Board of Directors, and 61% of total staff. Our
integrated investment team is 53% female, while
43% are people of color. We recognize that inclusivity
allows us to bring experience, intentionality, integrity
and good judgement to our projects as we seek
social change and lasting financial returns.

Fossil-fuel Free Investment
At Boston Common, we aim to generate strong
returns through diversified portfolios of high-quality,
sustainable, undervalued stocks. To achieve this aim,
we’re constantly working to adapt the implementation
of our research-driven philosophy to a changing
market environment. This led to our decision in 2019
to no longer invest in the fossil fuel sector.

A Certified B Corporation
Boston Common is proud to be a Certified B
Corporation® since 2016, recognized for the third
consecutive year as a ‘Best for the World’ honoree
by B Lab, the global non-profit that certifies and
supports B Corps. We’re happy to join other B
Corps as leaders in using business as a driver of
change and improving social and environmental
performance, transparency, and accountability.

Waste Management
We don’t just support a more sustainable corporate
culture, we embody it. Through composting our
office food scraps since 2012, we have diverted
over 10,481 lbs. of waste from landfill sites, creating
5,240 lbs. of compost and offsetting approximately
7,547 lbs. of GHG emissions — the equivalent of
preventing 3,742 lbs. of coal or 385 gallons of
gasoline from being burned.

PCAF
Boston Common is the first asset manager in North
America to have joined the Platform for Carbon
Accounting Financials, a global industry-led initiative
for financial institutions to measure and disclose the
greenhouse gas emissions of their investments. As
part of this commitment, we will annually disclose
our portfolio-level carbon footprint. We join over 50
financial institutions around the world as part of this
collaborative platform, which will enable knowledge
sharing on carbon accounting approaches.
Collectively, we will work together to develop a
transparent and consistent global methodology for
carbon accounting, making it a common practice in
the financial sector as we decarbonize our economy
and manage climate risks.

Monthly Learning Events
Knowledge sharing and continuous learning is at the
heart of our thought leadership. Boston Common
hosts monthly learning events for our employees
that spotlight internal speakers and invited guests
to give insight into rapidly evolving global issues.
Speakers have included an expert on supply chain
issues in the cocoa sector in West Africa and an
expert on Gender Equality in the workplace. In 2019,
we introduced CNote, a women-led impact investing
platform to our Sustainable Investment Community.

Diversity at Boston Common
Total Firm

61%
Female

39%
Male

69%

Female or
Person of Color

20

36

Employees

28%

Person of Color

21

Endnotes
1

2
3
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2019 Status Report: Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosures, published June 2019.
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/06/2019-TCFD-Status-ReportFINAL-053119.pdf
US Environmental Protection Agency,
Landfill Methane Outreach Program (LMOP)
American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy,
Halfway There: Energy Efficiency Can Cut Energy
Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Half by 2050

Boston Common is proud to be a Certiﬁed B Corporation®.
B Corporations are leaders for the global movement of people
using business as a force for goodTM. Certiﬁed B Corporations
meet higher standards of social and environmental performance,
transparency, and accountability. The performance standards B
Corps meet are comprehensive, transparent, and veriﬁed. They
measure a company’s impact on all its stakeholders (e.g., workers,
suppliers, community, customers, and the environment). B Corps
are important because they inspire all businesses to compete not
only to be the best in the world, but to be the best for the world.

real
impact

Certified

Real Impact Tracker assesses
investment managers using data
from publicly available sources as
well as data sourced directly from the
investment manager. Recognition
is given to investment managers
that are creating impact across
strategic categories, including: fully
integrating ESG considerations into
their investment processes, in-depth
shareowner engagement, and
publicly advancing environmental
and social initiatives through
their thought leadership.
The information in this document should not be
considered a recommendation to buy or sell any
security. There is no assurance that any securities
discussed in this report will remain in a strategy at
the time you receive this document. The securities
discussed do not represent an entire strategy and
may represent only a small portion of a strategy.
It should not be assumed that any securities
transactions we discuss were or will prove to be
profitable. Past performance does not guarantee
future results. All investments involve risk,
including the risk of losing principal.

Boston Common Asset Management, LLC
200 State Street, 7th floor
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 720-5557 telephone
(617) 720-5665 fax
invest@bostoncommonasset.com
www.bostoncommonasset.com

